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BHIS-K menfolk came together to put up a spectacular show celebrating the spirit of women hood. An
ode to the empowered fairer sex, the visual treat was an exemplary display of the sensitivity and show
of respect by the male staff.
The highlight of the day was a slideshow with a poignant voiceover by the Tamil Facilitator saluting the
women who make the BHIS - K family. The voiceover as penned by our in-house Wordsmith was a
testament to the everyday struggles and triumphs of the womenfolk of Billabong Kelambakkam.
Silambatam by our Art Master and PE instructor had the audience whoop with delight. Our Music
instructor wowed one and all with his inspired singing. Urging women to never give up, his rendition
struck a chord with everyone.
Brain teasers to deduce the names of women achievers added to the adrenaline rush as the teachers
racked their brains to come up with the correct answers. Hidden talents were unearthed as the Science
Facilitator revealed his hidden instrumental skills. Our Resident Manager added a touch of soulful
elegance with a meaningful rendition of an inspiring Hindi Song.
The show wound up with a collective hoot celebrating feminine essence and a promise to breed gender
sensitivity among our young learners.

Shadowing the concepts
The exuberant bunch of 4th Graders shouldered the responsibility in validating universally accepted
facts on shadows. They were brainstorming and investigating how shadows are affected by the angle
and distance of the light source. Shadow makers, shadow trackers, and shadow police officers were
seen doing their jobs religiously trying to decode how the shadows keep changing throughout the day.

No matter the time of year, its paradise to keep
little hands busy, and this Painting with Forks
activity has been an absolute winner in Nursery.
Splashing paint across a canvas is fun. But using
the legendary cutlery ‘The Fork’ to create a spring
masterpiece was an enjoyable surprise for the little
ones. They were quick at creating flowers that
were unique and spectacular.

Verbs are fun
If you’re studying French, you need to
get a handle on French verbs. Luckily,
our French teacher had a trick to change
this complicated affair into something
that the children absolutely love! A dice
and a board filled with possible regular
verbs were all that she needed and
before she knew it the 5th graders were
seen playing the game while
conjugating verbs into simple and
compound tenses.

The 1st graders were seen voyaging towards the
land of ancient monuments; Egypt! These budding
historians were sailing through the great River
Nile on Papyrus Reed boats as they recapitulated
on the facts they had learned about the land of
Pyramids and Sphinx.

Artistic Judge
Our joy knows no bounds as we have a bunch of good
teachers, sculpting good students at our school. This
M.F.Hussain of BHIS-K was the leading judge of a
Face painting competition held at SRM college of
Arts and Science. Mr.Yuvraj flaunted his artistic skills
by sharing his treasure trove of knowledge to
bourgeoning artists of the College. This great artist
was quick at spotting talent among the lot!!
Professional as usual!! His paintings that adorn the
walls of BHIS-K speaks for this.

Biotechnology and genetic engineering is an exciting
field wherein tweaking of the genes is carried out to
enhance throughput in every possible way. This basic
approach has had an enormous impact in the fields of
health, food, agriculture and environmental protection.
One of our teachers, Ms. Shiny Shajil is an
accomplished biotechnologist and an acclaimed postgraduate at the state-level. Having tweaked genes for
quite a long time, she made the transition to tweak the
brains of our Billabongers in an attempt to make
academic clones of hers. Recently she was felicitated by
Hindustan College of Arts and Science for securing
Madras University first rank with gold medal in her PG
studies. We commend her for her academic acuity and
her teaching ability. We are indeed proud to have her as
one of our faculty members and we look forward to
seeing the success of her cloning attempts.

